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Self-tuning optical systems are of growing importance in technological applications such as
mode-locked fiber lasers. Such self-tuning paradigms require intelligent algorithms capable of
inferring approximate models of the underlying physics and discovering appropriate control
laws in order to maintain robust performance for a given objective. In this work, we demon-
strate the first integration of a deep learning (DL) architecture with model predictive control
(MPC) in order to self-tune a mode-locked fiber laser. Not only can our DL-MPC algorithmic
architecture approximate the unknown fiber birefringence, it also builds a dynamical model
of the laser and appropriate control law for maintaining robust, high-energy pulses despite a
stochastically drifting birefringence. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this method on a fiber
laser which is mode-locked by nonlinear polarization rotation. The method advocated can be
broadly applied to a variety of optical systems that require robust controllers. © 2017
OCIS codes: (140.4050) Mode-locked lasers; (140.3510) Lasers, fiber; (150.5758) Robotic and machine control; (120.4820)
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1. INTRODUCTION
Data-driven modeling of physical systems is leading to new
paradigms for the engineering of intelligent, self-tuning systems.
Enabled broadly by machine learning and artificial intelligence
algorithms, engineering design principles and control laws can
be extracted from data alone, including latent variables that
can be inferred and predicted without direct measurements [1].
Many nonlinear optical systems are ideally suited for perfor-
mance enhancements through such machine learning methods.
For instance, mode-locked fiber lasers (MLFLs), which will be an
exemplar of the ideas advocated in the following, are continuing
to achieve significant performance gains through innovative en-
gineering design [2]. However, the performance gains produce
MLFLs that are not robust to environmental and parametric
laser cavity disturbances. Control is also difficult to achieve
due to the strong cavity nonlinearity, its nearly instantaneous
response to disturbances, and unknown cavity parameters such
as fiber birefringence. In this manuscript, we show that the
flexible and adaptive control architecture of model predictive con-
trol (MPC) can be coupled with the industry leading machine
learning method of deep neural networks (deep learning (DL)) in
order to produce a robust self-tuning system. Our data-driven
paradigm thus integrates state-of-the-art machine learning and
control algorithms to produce a highly advantageous, and easy
to implement, learning module for self-tuning of optical systems.
Optical systems are a ubiquitous technology, especially laser
systems which are the backbone of an $11B/year and growing
industry [3]. In particular, there is a growing demand for emerg-
ing high-power MLFL technologies, which have the potential
to close the performance gap with expensive solid state lasers
while using readily available telecommunications components.
Compact and inexpensive, MLFLs are a turn-key technology ca-
pable of revolutionizing commercial applications and scientific
efforts. The dominant commercially available MLFLs are based
upon nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR) that occurs in a bire-
fringent fiber cavity with waveplates and a polarizer [4, 5]. Due
to strong nonlinear effects, the performance of the NPR based
laser is highly sensitive and is subject to significant performance
losses with only small changes to the cavity or environment,
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thus requiring stringent engineering tolerances and environ-
mental shielding to achieve optimal performance. To overcome
such cavity sensitivity, adaptive control [6] and machine learn-
ing algorithms for self-tuning have been proposed [1, 7, 8] and
enacted experimentally [9–11] using servo-driven waveplates
and/or polarizers [12, 13]. The algorithms include methods for
extracting the birefringence, which is a latent variable and can-
not be measured directly [1]. These machine learning algorithms
demonstrate the promise of data-driven methods for engineer-
ing robust and self-tuning MLFLs. More generally, machine
learning and adaptive control have recently been applied to a
host of optical systems, including optical communication [14–
16], laser cutting [17, 18], metamaterial antenna arrays [19],
microscopy [20], and characterization of x-ray pulses [21].
Although machine learning has already been applied to im-
prove robust performance in optical systems, emerging algo-
rithms continue to push the limits of what can be achieved.
Foremost among emerging data methods are deep neural net-
works (DNNs). DNNs have dominated the machine learning
landscape in data-rich applications, as they have been demon-
strated to achieve superior performance in comparison to other
techniques by almost any meaningful metric. They are also ca-
pable of inferring latent variables and adaptive learning, both
features that are exploited in our algorithm design. DNNs have
also generated a diversity of readily available software (See,
for instance, Google’s open source software called TensorFlow:
tensorflow.org).
Like DNNs, MPC has been used in process control since the
1980s. In recent years, it has emerged as a leading control archi-
tecture due to its flexible and robust performance on strongly
nonlinear systems [22]. As such, it has started to dominate much
of the engineering and commercial market, showing great suc-
cess in handling complex constrained control problems [23]. The
success of MPC is based on the fact that the current control
action is optimized for performance over a finite time-horizon
subject to system constraints. As the system advances in time,
the optimization is repeatedly performed for each new timestep,
and the control law is updated. MPC performance gains are thus
a direct consequence of the predictive capabilities and control
updates which come at the cost of an optimization step. As such,
MPC is widely implemented in research and industry.
In this work, we integrate the state-of-the-art, and highly
advantageous, methods of DL and MPC to develop a Deep learn-
ing model predictive control (DL-MPC) algorithm for self-tuning,
intelligent optical systems. We demonstrate the DL-MPC archi-
tecture on MLFLs, showing that our method can learn a model
for the unknown birefringence, and can then use this informa-
tion to keep the MLFL at peak performance despite parametric
laser cavity disturbances. The algorithm is flexible and capable
of building robust, physics-based models for control. The DL-
MPC for MLFL provides a compelling architecture for modern
intelligent systems, especially systems like MLFL where strong
nonlinearities compromise standard controllers.
2. BACKGROUND: DEEP LEARNING AND MODEL PRE-
DICTIVE CONTROL
The work detailed here integrates two important theoretical
concepts. We provide a brief review of each method in order to
highlight how they are connected in our laser control model.
A. Development of Model Predictive Control
MPC provides a robust architecture for explicitly incorporating
constraints in control laws. This is of growing importance in
many industrial applications where rapid technological progress
has created increased demand for control laws that can easily
handle the constraints imposed by the integration of a variety
of technological components. The receding horizon strategy of
MPC enables the incorporation of the constraints by enforcing
the constraints on future inputs, outputs and state variables [23].
MPC makes use of an explicit dynamic plant model to predict
future outputs of the system yˆt+1:t+N−1 for the prediction hori-
zon N given the future control inputs ut:t+N−1. The control
inputs are optimized so that the system’s cost function J is mini-
mized. The cost function must incorporate the objective of the
control law. The optimization of J subject to the plant model
and the constraints can be solved using (nonlinear) quadratic
programming. The success of MPC is a direct consequence of
the optimization procedure, allowing it to supplant standard
LQR and PID controllers in many situations.
MPC and its enhancements have been successfully imple-
mented in a large variety of applications [22, 24], such as control
of a Gasoline HCCI Engine, flight control, and satellite attitude
control. Despite the great success and the rapid development
of MPC, there are still challenges limiting the applicability to
many industrial systems [23, 25]. While the ability to incorporate
constraints in the control optimization is a primary advantage of
MPC, it is computationally expensive and requires high perfor-
mance computing to execute. Additionally, the performance of
the controller strongly depends on the ability of the plant model
to capture the dynamics of the system [25]. This makes the
plant model development the most critical and time-consuming
part of designing an MPC architecture [26]. However, machine
learning methods are able to extract engineering dynamics from
spatio-temporal data alone and, thus, are well-suited to over-
come these limitations.
B. Deep Neural Networks and Learning
Deep learning provides a powerful mathematical framework for
supervised learning [27]. It can also be successfully modified for
unsupervised model building with reinforcement learning (RL)
and variational autoencoders (VAEs) [28, 29]. RL, VAEs and con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs) form the key algorithmic
structures of deep learning. One of its most compelling tech-
nological milestone was reached when a recent deep learning
algorithm was able to defeat a human professional player in the
game of Go [30]. This achievement was previously thought to be
at least a decade away. It further illustrates the ability of DNNs
to successfully learn and execute nuanced tasks.
The recent success of DNNs has been enabled by two crit-
ical components: (i) the continued growth of computational
power, and (ii) exceptionally large labeled data sets which take
advantage of the power of a multi-layer (deep) architecture. It
was the analysis and training of a DNN using the ImageNet
data set in 2012 [31] that provided a watershed moment for deep
learning [32]. DNNs have since transformed many fields by dom-
inating the performance metrics in almost every meaningful
task intended for classification and identification. Interestingly,
DNNs were not even listed as one of the top 10 algorithms of
data mining in 2008 [33]. But in 2017, its undeniable and growing
list of successes make it perhaps the most important data mining
tool for our emerging generation of scientists and engineers.
DNNs are rooted in foundational and rigorous mathematics.
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Indeed the proof of the universal approximation theorem [34–36]
showed that a DNN with a linear output layer and a sufficient
number of hidden units was able to learn any arbitrary function.
However, there is no quantification of how many hidden units
are required or guarantee that the training algorithm can find
the correct, globally optimal, model parameters [27]. Training
algorithms can also often fail due to overfitting or when compu-
tation of gradients vanish or blowup [27]. Overfitting renders
the model valid only for the specific data trained on and does not
provide generality for the model, but can be avoided by cross-
validation and early stopping of the optimization routine [37].
The vanishing gradient problem occurs while backpropagating
the error from the output layer towards the input layer. The
further away from the output layer, the smaller the gradients
become and, consequently, the smaller the updates of the model
parameter are. An efficient way to reduce the vanishing gradient
problem is to use rectified linear units (RLU) a(z) = max{0, z}
as activation functions. RLU units retain a large gradient if the
unit is active. In contrast, the exploding gradient problem occurs
in a DNN when the forward propagation of the feature input
results in large differences between the predicted output and the
true output. These large differences, in turn, lead to large gradi-
ents of the output layer. Backpropagating such large gradients
can cause instabilities in the iterative structure of the optimiza-
tion while learning [38]. One approach to mitigate this effect is
to implement pre-learning steps to ensure good initial model
parameters. Despite the difficulties in the initialization and opti-
mization procedure, DNNs have been successfully trained in a
large variety of applications areas with impressive performance.
C. Integration of Deep Learning in Model Predictive Control
The success of MPC and DNNs for learning can be integrated
to provide a compelling and robust control architecture. Specifi-
cally, MPC is ideally constructed for a constrained optimization
control architecture. However, MPC requires an accurate dy-
namical plant model. By using the DL to learn an accurate
plant model, the DL and MPC architectures can be naturally
integrated. This leverages the advantage of both algorithms
and provides a robust mathematical architecture for control. To
date, there have been a few research teams which successfully
integrated machine learning methods such as radial basis func-
tions (RBFs), gaussian processes (GPs) and DNNs with the MPC
architecture [39–41]. The DL-MPC provides a new viewpoint for
controlling optical systems with machine learning.
3. DEEP LEARNING FOR MLFL CONTROL
A schematic of the self-tuning MLFL is shown in Fig. 1. The ML-
MPC consists of a (b) VAE for inferring the birefringence, (c) a
latent variable mapping, and (d) a model prediction. The MLFL
device itself (a), which is controlled by waveplates and polariz-
ers, as well as each component of the ML-MPC are discussed in
the following subsections. Our key innovations of (b)− (d) are
based upon integrating a number of statistical methods which
sample the laser behavior and infer both a model for the bire-
fringence and the cavity dynamics.
For any such data-driven strategy to be effective, we require
an objective function O, with local maxima that correspond to
high-energy mode-locked solutions. Although we seek high-
energy solutions, there are many chaotic waveforms that have
significantly higher energy than mode-locked solutions. There-
fore, energy alone is not a good objective function. Instead, we
divide the energy function E by the fourth-moment (kurtosis)
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the self-tuning fiber laser. The laser cavity,
optic components and the laser’s objective function (a) are
discussed in section A. The Variational Autoencoder (b) is
discussed in section B, the Latent Variable Mapping (c) in
section C and the Model Prediction (d) in section D.
M of the Fourier spectrum of the waveform
O = E/M
which is large for undesirable chaotic solutions. This objective
function, which has been shown to be successful for applying
adaptive control, is large when we have a large amount of energy
in a tightly confined temporal wave packet [1, 7, 8].
A. Mode-locked Fiber Laser Model and Data
This section outlines the model used for generating data that
characterizes the MLFL. In practice, the data acquisition would
be directly from experiment. The intra-cavity dynamics of the
mode-locked laser must account for, among other things, the
nonlinear polarization dynamics and energy equilibration re-
sponsible for initiating the mode-locking process. Although
we consider the passive polarizer and waveplates as discrete
elements in the laser cavity, the remaining physical terms are
lumped together into an averaged propagation equation that in-
cludes the chromatic dispersion, Kerr nonlinearity, attenuation,
and bandwidth-limited, saturating gain [42, 43]:
i
∂u
∂z
+
D
2
∂2u
∂t2
−Ku+(|u|2+A|v|2)u+Bv2u∗ (1a)
= ig(z)
(
1+ τ
∂2
∂t2
)
u− iΓu
i
∂v
∂z
+
D
2
∂2v
∂t2
+Kv+(A|u|2+|v|2)v+Bu2v∗ (1b)
= ig(z)
(
1+ τ
∂2
∂t2
)
v− iΓv.
The left hand side of this equation is the coupled nonlinear
Schrödinger equations (CNLS). This system models the aver-
aged propagation of two orthogonally polarized electric field
envelopes in a birefringent optical fiber in nondimensionalized
form for which the u and v fields are orthogonally polarized
components of the electric field. The right hand side terms arise
from saturated, bandwidth-limited gain given by
g(z) =
2g0
1+ 1E0
∫ ∞
−∞(|u|2 + |v|2)dt
, (2)
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and linear attenuation (cavity losses). Here g0 and E0 represent
the gain (pumping) strength and cavity saturation energy re-
spectively, while Γ models the distributed losses due to output
coupling, fiber attenuation, splicing and interconnects.
The variable t represents the physical time in the rest frame
of the pulse normalized by T0, where T0 (e.g. 200-300 femtosec-
onds) is the full width at half-maximum of the mode-locked
pulse and the variable z is the physical distance divided by the
length L of the laser cavity. We have scaled the complex orthog-
onal fields u and v by the factor
√
γL where γ = n2ω0/(cAeff).
Here n2 = 2.6× 10−16 cm2/W is the nonlinear index coefficient
of the fiber, ω0 ≈ 1015 s−1 is the center frequency of the pulse
spectrum for a pulse at λ0 = 1.55µm, c is the free-space speed
of light, and Aeff = 55µm
2 is the average cross-sectional area
of the fiber cavity. The parameter D characterizes the averaged
normal (D < 0) or anomalous (D > 0) chromatic dispersion
in the laser cavity. Specifically, in the normalizations used here
D = β2L/LD where β2 (in ps2 m−1) is the averaged dispersion
of the fiber, and LD is the dispersion length defined by T20 / |β2|.
The birefringence strength parameter K determines the effective
relative phase velocity difference between the u and v fields. The
material properties of the optical fiber determine the values of
nonlinear coupling parameters A and B which satisfy A+ B = 1
by axisymmetry, specifically A = 2/3 and B = 1/3.
With establishment of the intra-cavity propagation dynamics,
it only remains to apply the discrete effects of the waveplates
and passive polarizer in the laser cavity to induce mode-locking.
Jones matrices are used to model the effects of waveplates and
polarizer [44]. When the principle axes of these devices are
aligned with the fast axis of the fiber, the Jones matrices of the
quarter-waveplate, half-waveplate and polarizer are
W λ
4
=
e−ipi/4 0
0 eipi/4
, W λ
2
=
 −i 0
0 i
, Wp=
 1 0
0 0
. (3)
For arbitrary orientation αj (see Fig. 1(a)) with respect to the fast
axis of the fiber, the above matrices are modified by:
Jj = R(αj)WR(−αj) (4)
where W is one of the matrices in Eq. (3) and R(αj) is a standard
rotation matrix of angle αj. To help make clear the model of
the laser cavity dynamics subject to Eq. (1), consider a single
round trip in the cavity. The propagation of the field starts right
after the polarizer with orientation αp for which the pulse is
linearly polarized. The quarter-waveplate (with angle α1) to the
left of the polarizer converts the polarization state from linear
to elliptical, thus creating a polarization ellipse. Upon passing
through the laser cavity, the polarization ellipse is subjected
to a intensity-dependent rotation as well as amplification as
governed by (1). At the end of fiber, the half-waveplate (with
angle α3) further rotates the polarization ellipse. The quarter-
waveplate (with angle α2) converts the polarization state from
elliptical back to linear, and the polarizer finally aligns the field
with its own principle axis.
B. Variational Autoencoder
Mode-locking is highly sensitive to the birefringence of the
MLFL which cannot be directly measured, i.e. it is a latent vari-
able. Moreover, every fiber draw produces a unique, stochastic
realization of the birefringence. Compounding this is the fact
that moving the fiber, and/or temperature fluctuations, also
changes the birefringence. The physical effects of birefringence
have significantly limited any quantitative characterization of
MLFLs [1]. A VAE is used to infer a representation of the birefrin-
gence from its latent space since recent work has shown that a
VAE is able to learn a meaningful structured latent space [45, 46].
The VAE is a generative model rooted in Bayesian inference,
i.e. it estimates the underlying probability distribution so that
new data x can be sampled from that distribution:
p(x) =
∞∫
−∞
p(x|z)p(z)dz = p(x|z; θ)p(z)
p(z|x; θ) , (5)
where z are samples from the stochastic latent space Z . Unfor-
tunately, computing this integral numerically takes exponential
time to be evaluated over all configurations. Instead, Bayes’
theorem is applied to rewrite this integral, where p(z|x; θ) is the
posterior distribution. This distribution can be approximated by
q(z|x; φ). The Kullback Leibler (KL) divergence measures how
much information is lost when using the approximation:
KL(q(z|x; φ)||p(z|x; θ)) = ELBO(φ, θ) + log p(x), (6)
where the evidence lower bound (ELBO) is defined as:
ELBO(φ, θ) = Eq[log p(z|x; θ)]−Eq[log q(z|x; φ)]. (7)
The objective is to minimize the KL divergence such that the
approximation is optimized:
q∗(z|x; φ) = argminKL(q(z|x; φ)||p(z|x; θ)). (8)
This cannot be solved directly since the evidence p(x) is part
of the KL divergence. However, it is proven that KL ≥ 0 using
Jensen’s inequality [47]. Making use of this property and that
the logarithm is a monotonic function, it can be shown that mini-
mizing the KL divergence is equivalent to maximizing the ELBO.
The ELBO can be rewritten and decomposed to be dependent
on a single data point:
ELBOi(φ, θ) = Eq[log p(xi|z; θ)]− KL(q(z|xi; φ)||p(z)). (9)
Since the loss function in a NN will be always minimized, L
is defined as the negative ELBO. To be able to backpropagate
this loss through the VAE with a stochastic latent space, a repa-
rameterization has to be applied. The reparametrization defines
z = µ+ σ ε, where ε is a sample from N (0, 1) and  signifies
an element-wise Hadamard product. Thus, the randomness
of the latent variable is shifted into ε. This loss function has
been shown to ensure a meaningful structure of the latent space
[29, 48] when estimating the underlying probability distribution.
The implemented VAE is a modification of [48].
C. Latent Variable Mapping
The latent variable mapping is a simple fully connected NN that
maps the representation of the non-measurable parameters K
to a good initial control input u. Depending on the complexity
of the mapping, the network architecture can be adjusted, i.e.
increasing or decreasing the number of hidden layers and the
number of neurons in each layer. The loss function is defined as
the L2 norm, which is commonly for least-squares regression:
L = 1
2
||uˆ− u||22. (10)
The stochastic optimization algorithm Adam [49] was used to
train the model.
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The critical part of the latent variable mapping is to ensure
that the birefringence K is mapped to good control inputs u
which maintain the objective function at a high level. To do so,
the DNN is trained on a subset of simulation data of Eq. (1).
This subset is identified in the following way. First, the interval
[Kmin, Kmax] is divided into n equidistant parts Ksubset. Within
the range ±δK around Ksubset,i the control inputs u∗i from the
data set with the highest corresponding objective function are
appended to the subset, for i = 1, . . . , n.
D. Model Prediction
The model prediction (MP) module is the centerpiece of the
DL-MPC architecture. This recurrent neural network (RNN)
undertakes the task of a classic MPC by first predicting the
birefringence and the laser states N time steps in the future
and, second, optimizing the future control inputs such that the
objective function O = E/M is maximized:
arg max
ut+1:t+N
Ot+1:t+N = arg max
ut+1:t+N
{
E
M
}
t+1:t+N
. (11)
The MP consists of an encoder and a decoder with N cells, re-
spectively. While the encoder gathers information about long
term dynamics, the decoder performs the actual prediction task.
RNN Cell Each cell k takes as input the sequences xt−2b+k:t+k =
{E, M, α}t−2b+k:t+k and a sequence of control inputs, for k =
1, . . . , 2N. Here, b is a hyperparameter defining the sequence
length of the inputs. The cells are divided into three functional
parts capturing different types of the system’s dynamics, i.e.
long term dynamics, current dynamics and the influence of the
control inputs (see Fig. 2). Details about the equations for the
RNN cells are provided in the Appendix.
Training of the Model Prediction RNN The training of RNNs has
been the subject of considerable effort in the past decades [38, 50].
There are two key challenges: (i) the exploding and the vanishing
gradient effects, which are especially critical for problems with
long-range dependencies, and (ii) the effect of nonlinearities
when iterating from one time step to another [51, 52]. It has been
shown that good initial model parameters have a tremendous
effect on overcoming these difficulties and the ultimate success
of training an RNN. This work implements a three-stage pre-
learning approach, similar to that developed in [53]:
1. Conditional Restricted Boltzmann Machines (CRBMs) play an
important role for training RNNs by computing good initial
model parameters [54, 55]. A classic RBM is an energy-
based model that has a layer of visible units v and a layer
of hidden units h. The goal of the RBM is to learn a set of
model parametersΘ such that the reconstructed units vrecon,
which are propagated to the hidden layer and, then, back
to the visible layer, preserving as much information about
v as possible. Typically, RBMs use logistic units for both the
visible and hidden units. However, in our case we assume a
continuous dynamical system and, thus, a modified RBM is
implemented in which the v are linear real-valued variables
that have Gaussian noise [56, 57]. Incorporating temporal
dependencies makes this model a conditional RBM. This
pre-learning step is used to compute the model parameters
connected to an input layer.
2. Single-Step Prediction reduces the range of temporal de-
pendencies and, consequently, the effect of exploding gra-
dients which facilitates the training. For the remaining
weights, which were not computed by CRBM, Xavier ini-
tialization was used. This method keeps the signal propa-
gating through the network in a reasonable range of values
even for many layers [58]. The trained model parameters
are a good basis for the receding horizon prediction.
3. Receding Horizon Prediction feeds the output v of a decoder
cell forward as the input of the next one. By applying this
recurrently, several time steps in the future can be predicted.
In this work, the receding horizon was chosen to be N = 10.
To optimize this system a variation of the backpropagation
through time (BPTT) algorithm was used and the loss func-
tion was defined as the sum-squared prediction error up to
N time steps in the future.
Deep Learning Control Algorithm The DL-MPC consists of an
inner and an outer loop (see Fig. 2). The inner loop includes
the VAE and the K-α mapping and the outer loop the MP-RNN.
Since the MP-RNN needs at least temporal information from
N + 2b time steps (N encoder cells and input sequence of 2b),
the inner loop has to control the MLFL at the beginning. The
measured laser states and the control inputs (Et, Mt, αt) are fed
in the VAE to sample Kt, which in turn is mapped to the next
control inputs αt+1.
Following this, the repetitive control process starts. At first,
the MP-RNN predicts the N future states of the laser and the
corresponding control inputs {v, u}tc+1:tc+N , where tc defines
the current time step. These control inputs are optimized to
maximize the objective function O. To do so, −∇O is back-
propagated with respect to the control inputs using the BPTT
algorithm. The number of optimization steps depends on the
previous prediction error. If the prediction is accurate, an appro-
priate optimization can be expected and, thus, more iteration
steps will be performed. However, if the error is increasing, a
correct optimization cannot be guaranteed and the number of
iteration steps is reduced. After optimizing, the control inputs
u∗tc+1:tc+N are used to regulate the MLFL for the next N time
steps. If the prediction error exceeds a certain threshold, then
the inner loop will be used to stabilize the system.
4. RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE
The deep learning and MPC algorithm components outlined
in Secs. 3B-D are used to infer the birefringence, build a model
of the laser, and produce a control law. The data generated for
building the model is produced by simulating the laser cavity in
Sec. 3A. In our simulations to generate data, the latent variable
of birefringence K is varied from K ∈ [−0.3, 0.3]. For each bire-
fringence value, we sweep through the waveplate and polarizer
settings in order to determine good regions of mode-locking
based upon our objective function O. This data is used for train-
ing the VAE and DNN modules for the DL-MPC laser. All of our
code, including the laser simulation engine, deep learning mod-
ules and MPC actuation algorithm is provided as open source
software in order to promote a reproducible [59], and easy to
integrate software structure. Indeed, the python code used for
the deep learning module and MPC can be directly integrated
with a laser cavity through, for instance, Labview.
We first demonstrate the efficiency of the VAE in identifying
the laser birefringence K. Figure 3 demonstrates that the VAE
module is able to extract the correct value of the birefringence K
despite its stochastic variability as a function of the number of
cavity round trips, or iterations. Indeed, the birefringence is well
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the Deep Learning Controller. The inputs to the controller are sequences of the states of the laser E, M and
of the control inputs α. The Model Prediction is a RNN that first predicts the birefringence Kt+1 of time step t + 1 and maps it to
good initial control inputs αt+1. Second, the system’s states vt+1 are predicted. This is done recurrently to predict N time steps
in the future. Then, the control inputs are updated such that the objective function is optimized. The optimized control inputs
αt+∆t:t+N∆t are used to regulate the laser system for the next N time steps. Once the difference between the prediction and the true
output exceed a certain threshold, the VAE is used to infer K and, then, K-α mapping maps it to the control input α. This inner loop
is necessary to stabilize the control system.
tracked, or inferred, by the VAE even as it changes drastically
over time. Note that the VAE produces two latent space outputs:
(i) a single output that tracks the true birefringence (green line),
and (ii) a second output capturing what appears to be random,
white noise fluctuations. The output tracking the birefringence
can then be used to produce an accurate estimate for the MPC.
Importantly, the result of Fig. 3 demonstrates that we can build
a good model for the latent variable, i.e. the birefringence K.
To demonstrate the DL-MPC architecture on the MLFL, we
consider two canonical cases. One in which the birefringence
varies smoothly (sinusoidally) in time, and a second in which
the birefringence varies stochastically in time. For both of these
scenarios, the modulation of the birefringence in time is equiva-
lent to the birefringence changing as a function of cavity round
trips, or iterations. Figures 4 and 5 compare the performance
of the MLFL with and without the DL-MPC, showing that the
DL-MPC keeps the MLFL operating at peak performance while
a passive MLFL drops out of mode-locking due to the changes
in birefringence. The specific birefringence changes are shown
in the middle panels while the evolution of the polarizers and
waveplates induced by the DL-MPC are shown in the bottom
panel. These simulated experiments clearly demonstrate the abil-
ity of the DL-MPC architecture to learn a model for the unknown
birefringence and the control of the waveplates and polarizers.
5. CONCLUSION
Machine learning is revolutionizing science and technology, with
deep learning providing the most compelling and successful
mathematical architecture available today for model inference.
Indeed, deep learning is a foundational technology for self-
driving autonomous vehicles that are already in limited use
today. The mode-locked fiber laser is a mature technology that is
broadly used for commercial and scientific purposes. Yet remark-
ably, only recently have efforts been made to build self-tuning
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the true birefringence (blue line) and
the samples from the two dimensional VAE’s latent space.
While the samples from the first dimension seem to capture
just random noise, the samples from the second dimension
follow the true birefringence with high accuracy.
systems [1, 7–11]. In this work, we integrate two dominant and
leading paradigms for control (MPC) and learning (DNNs) in
order to demonstrate a robust and stable method for achieving
self-tuning performance in a MLFL. We additionally provide all
the code base and algorithms used here as open source in order
to allow researchers to directly build the DL-MPC on their own
MLFLs [59]. More broadly, the algorithm can be modified to
self-tune a broad array of optical systems.
Although no new optical physics is claimed to have been ex-
plored in this paper, the DL-MPC architecture provides a princi-
pled method by which latent (unknown or unmeasured) physics
can be inferred along with a module for predicting the dynam-
ics of the system. As more complicated physical and optical
systems emerge for technological consideration, the mathemati-
cal architecture provided here can provide a robust method for
exploring and quantifying new physics. It can also be used in
a grey box fashion whereby many physical effects are known,
and only some additional physical effects must be discovered,
parametrized or inferred. More broadly, it would be truly re-
markable if the computer science and machine learning commu-
nity engenders a fully self-driving car before the optical sciences
community learns to self-tune a laser, especially as the input
and output space are trivial in comparison to autonomous vehi-
cles. For many of the physical sciences, it is time to embrace the
full potential of machine learning for data-driven discovery of
physical principles.
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APPENDIX
Figure 6 shows that a deep neural network used to map the
latent birefringence.
RNN Cell The equations used to capture the long-term dynam-
ics are the following:
hl,past=relu
(
∑
i
W il,pastx
i
t−2b:t−b−1 + bl,past
)
, (12)
hl,current=relu
(
∑
i
W il,currentx
i
t−b:t + bl,current
)
, (13)
lcurrent=relu
(
∑
i
W ihlh
i
l,pasth
i
l,current +∑
k
W kll l
k
past + bhl
)
, (14)
where the weights are W l,past and W l,current ∈ Nx × Nh, Whl ∈
Nh × Nl , W ll ∈ Nl × Nl and the biases are bl,past and bl,current ∈
Nh and bhl ∈ Nl . Take Nx as the number of inputs x, Nh as the
number of hidden features h and Nl as number of latent features
l. Since these equations capture the long-term dynamics, its in-
formation is forwarded to the next cell, i.e. the output lcurrent,cellj
is forwarded to the next cell where it becomes lpast,cellj+1 .
The second part of the RNN integrates spontaneous changes
of the dynamics which are not captured in the long-term dynam-
ics. This is important in case the system is required to respond
quickly to unexpected behavior of the system. So then:
hcurrent = relu
(
∑
i
W icurrentx
i
t−b:t + bcurrent
)
, (15)
where W current ∈ Nx × Nh and bcurrent ∈ Nh.
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Fig. 6. A fully connected deep neural network to map the
latent variable K to good initial control inputs u.
The third part captures the influence of the control inputs
ut−b+1:t+1 on the future states vt+1:
h f uture = relu
(
∑
i
W if utureut−b+1:t+1 + b f uture
)
, (16)
where the weights are W f uture ∈ Nu × Nh, the biases are
b f uture ∈ Nh and Nu is the number of control inputs u. Since the
future states vt+1 strongly depend on ut+1, we first predict the
future latent variable Kt+1, which depends on known values:
hlatent = relu
(
∑
i
W il l
i
current + blatent
)
, (17)
Kt+1 =∑
i
W iKoh
i
latent + bKo. (18)
Then, Kt+1 is mapped to ut+1 using K− u mapping. Now the
computed ut+1 can be used to predict the future states vt+1:
vt+1 =∑
i
W ioh
i
latenth
i
currenth
i
f uture + bo. (19)
Here, the weights are W l ∈ Nl × Nh, WKo ∈ Nh × NK , and
W o ∈ Nh × Nv and the biases are blatent ∈ Nl , bKo ∈ NK and
bo ∈ Nv. Take NK as number of latent variables for K and Nv
as the number of system states v. For each hidden and latent
layer, rectified linear units are chosen as activation functions to
restrain the vanishing gradient and the output layer is linear.
